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ur last issue in June this year found
us right in the midst of the Corona
epidemic which, resultantly, caused
us not to be able to stage our ever popular
10-Pin Bowling and other events.
We did, however, manage to hold our
Annual General Meeting which we, constitutionally, had to convene before 30 June.
This AGM took place on a virtual basis via
email communications during a four week
period 16 May and 13 June when all members of the association were able to consider
only those items of real importance for an
AGM, namely the adoption of the association’s Audited Financial Statements as at 31
December 2019, the re-appointment of our
Auditor/Accounting Officer and the Election of Office Bearers for the ensuing year
of office.
This year, AGM was also asked to consider a proposed set of rules for the establishment of a welfare fund named “Jimmy’s
Own Welfare Fund” which we are thankful
was adopted unanimously by our membership. The rules adopted will in due course
be posted onto our Website. Currently, there
is not sufficient cash in this fund but, hopefully, this latest venture may encourage our
management team to work towards growing its new ‘toy’, over time, so that it will
be possible to assist members and/or their
dependants in times of need.
I am pleased to present our members
and readers with our newly elected Management team. The team is essentially the
same as before, however with Piet Jordaan
having decided to swap with Geoff Laskey, who becomes our new Vice Chairman.
Congratulations to all those who have been
re-elected. I look forward to another year of
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continued excellent working relationship
with my new committee.
The newly elected Management Committee (MANCO) is as follows:
Executive Committee:
Robbie Roberts (Chairman)
Geoff Laskey (Vice Chairman)
Howard Shagom (Secretary General)
Wilna Bekker (Treasurer)
Pierre Fourie (Public Relations Officer)
Ordinary Members:
Piet Jordaan
Fahmy Rhode
Alfred de Vries
Ian Robertson
Marc Goodleser
Johan Smuts, Carl Schmidt and Willie
van der Merwe were nominated to serve
as co-opted members, which is something
Manco will need to consider at their first
meeting following the AGM.
It is gratifying to note that no less than
four of the ten Manco members served as
former officers commanding of 71 Signal
Unit, whilst the remainder of Manco is
made up of members of a variety of senior
NCO’s, a Warrant Officer and officers, so a
team well representative to serve the general membership of the association.
Photographs of the newly elected team
appears on page 4 of this issue.
We are also extremely pleased to once
again feature a “Signaller of Note”, this
time Major General (Retired) Gerrit Henry
Pretorius Murphy, SD, SM, MMM, whose
background appears in this edition.

What’s in this issue of Jimmy’s Own?
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Geoff Laskey tells us how the Military
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It is gratifying to note that no less than four of the ten Manco members served as former officers commanding of 71 Signal Unit, whilst the remainder of Manco is made up
of members of a variety of senior NCO’s, a Warrant Officer and officers, so a team well
representative to serve the general membership of the association.
The following members were nominated to serve as co-opted members of MANCO.
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Major General Gerrit Murphy
In this issue we present another ‘Signaler of Note’. This time it is Major General (Retired) Gerrit Henry Pretorius Murphy SD, SM, MMM.

T

he SIGNALS ASSOCIATION,
has pleasure in once gain honouring a ‘Signaller of Note’.
This time a man who served under
the Legendary General Georg Meiring
and Brig Leon Cascoige-Tailor, a man
of many talents and
someone who has
deep roots in
the South African Corps
of
Signals
and the person responsible for the current day Signals
formation of the
SA Army serving
as the formation’s
first commanding
officer.
It is indeed an
honour for us to
present Major General
(Retired)
Gerrit Henry Pretorius Murphy,
SD,
SM,
MMM.
Maj Gen
Murphy
was born in
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East London on 29 April 1935.
After completing his high school
training in Vereeniging, he started his
training and career in1953 in the Engineers Division of the Department
of Post and Telecommunications and
qualified in the beginning of 1958
in Telecommunication Engineering.
He was a member of
the Radio Section that
concentrated on international telecommunications and assisted in
the development and
operations of the international telecommunication service for South
Africa, which included
radio, sub-marine cable
and research
and development of
satellite telecommunications.
In 1965
he
joined
the SADF
as a signals
officer and
in 1968 as a
junior officer
was given

the opportunity by DMI (Brig Fritz
Loots) and D Sigs (Col Gert Boshoff)
to establish an electronic warfare
(EW) ability for the SA Army, during
which period “Operation Brush” was
deployed at Katima Mulilo in 1968
and Rundu in 1969. He was also responsible for the reconnaissance and
deployment of “Operation Falcon” in
Rhodesia in 1969. Both these operations were electronic warfare operations concentrating on enemy interception and direction finding.
He was also responsible for obtaining EW equipment from Germany
which allowed him to build a strong
relationship with the firms C Plath,
Siemens and Rhoode & Schwarz.
During this phase of his career he was
the EW Troop Commander at DHQ
Signal Squadron.
In 1969/70 he attended a Military
Telecommunications
Engineering
course in the United Kingdom and received his staff qualification on completion of the course. On returning to
the RSA he carried on with his duty
as EW Troop Commander and EW
Squadron Commander when DHQ
Signal Squadron was upgraded to 2
Signal Regiment. In 1971 the EW ability was further expanded by deploying
a static EW station in Pietersburg.
In 1972 Project Ebbehout (Static
Command and Control Telecommunications System for the SA Army/
SADF) was approved and he became
a member of the initial project team
under Col Tony de Witt who was the

project leader. In 1972/73 he and Hans
Hoff of Armscor attended a Tropospheric Scatter course in the United
Kingdom at Marconi Chelmsford.
Tropospheric Scatter was to form the
main transmission backbone of Project Ebbehout. On his return the initial design and test of the network was
done and the necessary operational
and technical requirements for the implementation of the telecommunication network were drawn up.
From 1974-1978 he was appointed
SSO Sigs Ops (Cmdt/Col) at D Digs
under Col Georg Meiring and Brig
Leon Cascoigne-Tailor and was responsible for the telecommunication
and electronic warfare operational
support to the SA Army. In 1977, still
a Commandant, he attended his Joint
Staff Course at the SADF College.

Officer Commanding

During his term of duty at D Sigs
he was closely involved in OP SAVANNAH (1975/76) and OP REINDEER (1978). From 1979-1980 he
was appointed Officer Commanding,
The Army Gymnasium (Col) during
which period he also attended a Senior
Logistical Management Course at the
University of Pretoria.
From 1981-1983 he was appointed
D Sigs/OC Sigs Form (Brig) and was
responsible for the establishment of
the Signal Formation of the SA Army
and also appointed as that formation’s
first commanding officer, during
which period he was involved in OP
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PROTEA, DAISY,
SUPER, MEBOS
and ASKARI, whilst
5 Signal Regiment
was also activated in
1982 and Wonderboom Military Base
was also taken into
use in 1983.

Wits Command

From 1984-1986
he was appointed
Officer Command- DRILL HALL: Witwatersrand Command where, as a Brigadier, Gerrit Murphy was the Officer Commanding.
ing Witwatersrand
Command
(Brig)
and elected Chairnesburg took part in a military parade
man of the JMC of the NMS, which on the 5th of July 1986. Honoris Crux
position he held for his entire term of Decorations were also handed out to
duty at Wits Command.
eight worthily recipients on the same
During this period he was intense- parade.
ly involved in handling the unrest and
From 1987-1988 he was appointed
riots in the Witwatersrand area when D Inspections for the SA Army (Brig).
operations PALMIET, ASKEET, AD- From 1989-1991 he was appointed D
AMSVY and BLADJANG were exe- Tels & EW (Brig) for the SADF. Durcuted, with 5000 SA Army troops and ing his term of duty he was Chairman
2500 SAP/SASP members deployed of the SADF Tels Board, Chairman
as part of OP PALMIET. The teeth- of the Joint Communications Securiing problems of the JMC of the NMS ty Board (JCSB) for the RSA, Conwere also sorted out during his term of trolling Authority of the Communicommand.
cations Security Agency for the RSA
During the centenary festival of the and Chairman of the South African
City of Johannesburg in 1986 the citi- Telecommunications and Electrical
zens of Johannesburg saw the biggest Power Supply Authority (SATEPSA)
military parade in the history of the for the RSA.
city when the complete 72 Mot Bde
In 1988 he was involved with the
(personnel and vehicles) and the elev- deployment of Project Metal II - Static
en other units which have been grant- Command and Control Telecommunied the freedom of the City of Johan- cations System from Grootfontein to
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ment and establishment of the local
military electronic industry assisted in
the development and operation of the
static command and control telecommunication system for the SA Army/
SADF, the mobile command and control telecommunication system for the
SA Army and the new tactical telecommunications equipment for the
SA Army.
Furthermore, Maj Gen Murphy was
responsible for the development and
operation of the static, mobile and
tactical electronic warfare ability of
the SA Army and for the development
and deployment of the Military Area
Radio Network (MARNET) system,
a radio alarm system for civilians on
the borders of the RSA with the control station and reaction force being
manned by the Commandos.
He was also a member of the following task groups:
• investigation into the founding of
a PEACE CORPS (1990);
• defining technical specs with regard to Satellite Telecommunications for the RSA (1990);
• survey and report on broadcasting policy, strategy, a controlling
structure, future needs and other
relevant aspects of broadcasting in
South and Southern Africa (19901991);
• survey and report on the possibility of a country wide telephone
Retirement
number for emergencies (1991).
Important Projects that Maj-Gen
Maj
Gen Murphy’s medals and decMurphy was involved in, including
assisting Armscor with the develop- orations include:

Ruacana in SWA. During OP AGREE
in 1989 Project Metal II was removed
from SWA and the equipment sold to
Telkom and redeployed in North-West
Province. During OP AGREE he was
closely involved with the redeployment of telecommunications and EW
facilities from SWA to Walvisbay.
On the 1st of November 1991 he
was promoted to Major-General and
appointed as Deputy Chief of Staff
Logistics (SADF), with the aim and
functions of his last appointment in
the SADF being:
• to ensure that efficient integrated
logistics support be rendered to the
operational services in the SADF;
• to maintain the development of a
technology basis for the support of
the SADF’s operational needs;
• to ensure efficient management
for the procurement of all weapon
systems in the SADF;
• to ensure efficient management
for the availability of all weapon
systems in use in the SADF;
• to ensure efficient management for
the procurement of matériel and
logistic services in the SADF; and
• to ensure efficient management
for the procurement and optimum
use of the facilities in the SADF.
Gerrit Murphy retired from the
SADF on the 31st of October 1993.
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the Military Merit Medal (1969);
Southern Cross Medal (1977);
Pro Patria Medal with Cunene
Clasp (1977);
• Good Service Medal (Bronze)
(1980);
• Southern Cross Decoration (1982);
• Good Service Medal (Silver)
(1983);
• Southern Africa Medal (1991);
• General Service Medal (1991);
• Good Service Medal
(Gold)
(1993) and
• Unitas Medal (1994)
In March 1994 until May 1994 he
was appointed as a Telecommunication Coordinator for the Independent
Electoral Commission (IEC) and in
the three months they deployed and
remove a countrywide telecommunication system for the election in 1994.
During this period the Cell Phone Network for the RSA was also put into
operation and used by the IEC.
In July 1994 Maj-Gen Murphy was
requested and called up by the SA
Army to act as mentor for the newly
appointed black generals during their
orientation phase.
From 1995 –1997 he was employed
by Alcatel Altech Telecoms and appointed as a Telecommunication
Consultant and assisted them in the
upgrading of the MARNET system
which was then called the National Emergency Alarm Radio (NEAR)
system.
Gerrit Murphy was married to Rita
(deceased 22nd February 2017) and

Happy Birthday!

•
•
•
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P

lease join me in wishing a very November
Happy Birthday to the follow- 10th – Fahmy Rhode
ing members who will be cele- 15th – Adi Fourie
brating their birthdays during the next 29th – Gideon (Mossie) Mostert
three months.

September

15th – Jeanne Pienaar
28th – Carl Schmidt

October
MARNET: A MARNET A-68 radio. General Murphy assisted with the upgrading
of the system.

they have two children.
The SIGNALS ASSOCIATION Salute Retired Major General Murphy
on the huge contribution he delivered
to Signals in our country and wishes to
thank him for his ongoing loyalty and
positive attitude towards this 20 year
old, yet small registered military veteran organisation. We also wish him
well in his well-deserved retirement!

4th – Chris Richter
4th – Marcus Jeffrey
13th – Willem Lubbe
20th – Willie Snyders
20th – Del Davies
26th - Walter Volker
30th – Johan Smuts
31st – Andrea Andrews

Fahmy Rhode
Happy 96th Birthday to an old
Friend of our Association
William Henry Johnson, the father
of our Accounting Officer, Dr Johan J.
Johnson, turned 96 on 2 July this year.
Oom Johnson Senior has been a
long-standing Friend of our association and at our Annual Luncheon held
on 7 May 2017 he and his late wife
were presented with a Certificate of
Loyalty in recognition of their many
years of dedicated loyalty and devotion to our association and Signals in
Cape Town in particular.
In the photograph on the left is the
‘birthday boy’ who is currently a resident of Huis Van Niekerk / Benadehof
in the Strand.
The Signals Associations wishes Oom Johnson strength and good
health towards gunning towards his
centenary celebration!
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2020 Centenary of the Royal Corps of Signals
SIGNALS ASSOCIATION congratulates and salutes the Royal Corps of Signals
with their 100 years of existence. Article by Geoff Laskey.

2

020 Marks the centenary of the
formation of the Royal Corps
of Signals. The Royal Corps of
Signals was established on the 28th
June 1920 when a Royal Warrant was
signed by the Secretary of State for
War, the Right Honourable Winston
S Churchill, who gave the sovereign’s
approval for the formation of a ‘Corps
of Signals’. Six weeks later, on the
5th August 1920 HRH King George
V conferred the title ‘Royal Corps of
Signals’.
Prior to the establishment of the
Royal Corps of Signals the Royal Engineer Signal Service was responsible
for all forms of signalling; visual, telegraph, telephone, signal despatch and
later wireless communications from
HQ down to Brigades, and for artillery
communications down to Batteries.
Throughout most of The Great War
the primary means of communications
were visual, telegraph and despatch –
with most despatch was either by runner, horseback or motorcycle.
From the early stages of the establishment of the Royal Corps of Signals
there was a good relationship between
them and the South African Signal
Services. In this regard I would like
quote from the South African Corps
of Signals history published in 1975,
stating that during 1925 Col W.P.E.
Newbigging of the Royal Corps of
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Signals communicated with the then
Adjutant-General of the South African
Union Defence Force, when he said
“The Royal Corps of Signals would
be most grateful if you could ascertain
and acquaint me as to whether a suggestion to form an alliance between the
South African Signal Service (sic) and
the Royal Corps of Signals meet your
approval, and that of the South African Signal Service”. This relationship
became a reality and was formalised

on 6 March 1925. It, therefore, serves
as part of the historic relationship that
existed between the Signals Corps of
our two countries ever since.
This relationship continued on various levels over the years i.e. telecommunication research, the purchasing
of equipment and training. Examples
of the foregoing are when Col D. Collins (D Sigs South Africa) in 1944
visited London to confer with his
counter-parts across the world (photo below). Later on during 1969/70 a
former Director Telecommunications
of the SACS Brig Gen. Gerrit Murphy
attended the Officers Telecommunication Engineering course at the School
of Signals in the UK.
In view of the foregoing it was also
appropriate for the SIGNALS ASSOCIATION in South Africa to honour
the Royal Corps of Signals Officers,
NCO’s and Signalmen and women
present and past who over the past
century have played their part in shaping, upholding and honouring the culture and traditions of the Signals Corp,
not only in Britain, but in a number of
other countries, such as South Africa.
The SIGNALS ASSOCIATION in
South Africa conveyed its congratulations and wished Royal Corps of
Signals well with their celebrations,
particularly in their endeavours to establish the profile and recognition of
the Corps to its deserved level in the
British Army.
The Association further assured
them of our continued support in any

effort that would result in the established culture and spirit of signaller
traditions being fostered and broadened so as to further encourage the
continuation thereof for future signallers to experience. We, therefore,
proudly reproduce our letter to our
British counterparts so as to preserve
it as part of our Heritage collection.
Good inter Corps relationships assist in establishing culture and traditions which is one of the pragmatic
ways of breeding ethics and moral
standards in the military. These moral issues are profoundly linked to
the military’s way of life and ethos,
which includes discipline and esprit
de corps. The ultimate aim is to influence a soldier into becoming an ethical team player and establishes common values and a sense of ownership
amongst soldiers. The foregoing is especially important in the complex and
volatile environment of deployments
in other countries or “peace keeping
operations “which soldiers are often
required to function in the present day
and age.
In view of the fact that Signal Corps
world-wide must constantly change
its communication training and strategies to be as adaptable, flexible and
dynamic as the military environment
they are required to function in, ethics and moral standards becomes more
and more important. The foregoing
must however take place by taking
note of and preserving the strengths of
the existing culture and traditions.
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Recently it was also announced
that Major General Sharon Nesmith
was appointed as Master of Signals of
the Royal Corps of Signals, the first
female officer to be appointed in this
position. The SIGNALS ASSOCIATION wishes her well in this important
and challenging position and may she
also during her term of office continue
to experience, support and strengthen
the culture and traditions of the Royal
Corps of Signals.
May the Corp of Signals motto
“Certa Cito” (Swift and Sure) long be
fulfilled.

Major General
Sharon Nesmith

New members

The South African Signals Association is
happy to welcome the following new members:
•

•

•

•
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Bobby (Robert William) Dixon – Bobby served as a Radio Operator with 3
Signal Squadron from October 1963
to June 1964 and did a few camps. He
was referred to join by the Late Peter
Lemon, Bobby’s brother-in-Law.
Nigel Robert Arden House - Nigel
served as a Cadet Signaller under the
auspices of the Royal Signals Advisor
Unit in the UK.
Michael (Mike) William Roman – Mike
did his basics at 1 Signal Regiment, VT
Hoogte from Jan to June 1965 and 11
Signal Sqn Jul to Sept 1965 whereafter
he was transferred to 74 Signal Unit (71
Sigs). He lives in Plumstead.
Maurice Michael Espin – Maurice

•
•

•

served with 71 Signal Unit previously
as one of the regular admin staff. He
lives in Plumstead where he is a Pastor
at the Medway Community church.
Andre Petrus van Zyl – Andre lives in
Centurion and used to serve in the regular force with 6 Signals, Nelspruit.
George Arthur Robert Coomer –
George served as OC of 71 Signal Unit
and with 71 Bde and West Coast Commando as OC. He lives in Saldanha
Bay.
Walter Victor Volker – Walter has been
a longstanding friend of our Association and the author of a Trilogy of books
on the South African Corps of Signals.
In 2016 Walter donated to us a set of
all three his books. He is well known
within Signals and we are indeed privileged to have Walter as a member.

The Military Mess
An institutional development facility. Article by Geoff Laskey.
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t is well known and accepted that
as a soldier move up the ranks in
the military and gains promotion,
there are certain benefits that come
with the added responsibility.
Being a member of a unit’s mess is
one of the privileges and advantages
from a military developmental point
of view.
A mess is the home of living-in personnel, the club for all mess members,
and the centre of a military member’s
social life in the unit. There is no civilian equivalent to a military mess and
mess customs are often foreign to new
members. The word derives from the
old French word ‘mes’ which means a
‘portion of food’. The acronym MESS
is also an abbreviation for Maintenance of Equal Social Status. The very
aim of a mess is to maintain equal social status amongst all its members,
irrespective of their ranks. Inside
the mess it is all about comradeship,
friendship and fellowship and that is
why all members enjoy equal social
status.
Over and above that it serves as a
facility for accommodation and meals
the military mess also serves to enhance unit esprit de corps, cultivates
leadership attributes, and fosters a
binding military ethos. Messes also
provide an opportunity for Officers
and NCO’s to gather and socialize,

on a more-equal footing in their respective facilities. The military mess
grew out of the need to build and reinforce this cohesion. The mess is where
members of all ranks and gender can
learn etiquette for interacting, hosting
and treating anyone visiting the mess,
whether it is a fellow uniformed member or the guests of a peer, subordinate
or senior colleague.
Normally strict discipline is maintained in a mess and it is customary
for junior ranks to undertake the simple courtesy of introducing him or her
to the most senior rank present and
“request permission to join” when entering, or “ request to be excused” on
leaving the bar or dining hall. Mess
members are also responsible for
guest’s behaviour at all time and must
not leave before their guests. Junior
members take their cues from their
seniors and thus seniors must lead by
example and provide mentoring. In
this way standards and principles at
the core of a military Unit’s culture,
traditions and history is transferred
and maintained. The social confines of
the mess provide a setting for this type
of exchange and should not just serve
as a facility where meals and drinks
are served.
It is also in the mess where basic
good behaviour, basics of dining etiquette and an understanding of dining
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protocol are instilled. Junior ranks
are taught the customs and traditions
at Unit formal mess dinners and how
members should conduct themselves
at such events internally in the military and outside in the civilian life. It
provides an occasion for members and
their guests to gather in an atmosphere
of camaraderie, good fellowship, fun,
and social rapport. By custom and tradition mess dinners are considered to
be a parade and as such, attendance is
compulsory except for members excused by the CO.
To oversee the smooth running of a
mess and its activities there is normally a structure consisting of the President of the mess committee (PMC)
elected by the mess membership to run
the Mess’ affairs. The committee will
normally comprised of a Vice-PMC,
a treasurer, secretary, and such other
members as are decided necessary to
supervise the running of the mess. Additional appointments may include the
living-in representative and a socials
member etc.
Every mess is unique and members
must respect the particular customs
and traditions of each mess and enjoy
the individual atmosphere of every establishment. Ownership and pride by
the members of the mess is extremely important, and the mess must be
responsive to the members and the
uniqueness of the Unit. In view of
the foregoing soulless facilities which
in some cases lately are managed by
contractors proved to be ineffective
16

FORMAL FUNCTION: Veteran Associations, such as the SA Signals Association, often host formal functions.

and works at cross-purposes to the environment a military mess is intended
to provide.
Traditionally, the subjects of women, politics, religion and work are
regarded to be out-of-bounds in the
mess. Though rarely stringently upheld these days, junior members
should note that some subjects may be
considered taboo in some messes and
this is normally taken-up in the messrules of conduct.
The days of military members being expected to hold their own at the
bar are long gone. A member is never
under any compulsion to consume alcohol, regardless of the event or conditions set before him (or her). As in
any social setting, moderation in the
consumption of alcohol can go a long
way to establishing member’s reputation for personal responsibility and
dignity. Not only is there a clear link
between alcohol and disciplinary issues, but the health implications and
the effect on the Unit’s operational effectiveness are well known and under-

stood across all ranks.
Furthermore the mess can be one of
the Unit’s repositories of regimental
memorabilia which demands a high
degree of respect in its safekeeping,
storage, handling and treatment. The
foregoing is not just important as exhibits but also assist junior and new
members to understand the origin of
cultures and traditions of the Unit.
Regrettably, there are indications
that few authentic messes (some with
great heritage value) and their traditions remain and members have become separated from institutions that
once acted as wardens of tradition and
Unit ethos. It would appear that messes
in many cases have become run down
and obsolete and in certain instances
merely serve as a facility where meals
and drinks are served. Although it is
realised that finance and maintenance
and running costs contribute largely
to the situation the importance it has
in upholding traditions, discipline
and the image of a Unit cannot be
over-emphasised. Too many military
members today perceive that the traditional role of the mess was simply
to serve as a focus for the members’
social activities in the absence of other options. If managed correctly the

mess can become the showroom for
the Unit and a popular meeting spot
for serving, retired and/or military
veteran organisations’ members and
other distinguished associate members. The foregoing can serve to generate income and make such facilities
financially viable through membership fees, function facility income and
donations.
Military messes at all levels contribute to the development and
strengthening of the moral component
of military forces, it embodies those
individual and organisational characteristics that are fundamental to operational success i.e. morale, integrity,
values, and legitimacy. However if
commanders and their senior management teams do not take responsibility
and provide support and leadership
this valuable institutional development facility may soon be lost. Important aspects such as to instil unit esprit
de corps and cultivate leadership and
officership qualities as well as fostering a binding military ethos will not
receive the attention it deserves.
(Note: This document represents the
view of the author and does not necessarily reflect the official opinion of the
Signals Association or SANDF.)
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Electronic Warfare – Force Multiplier
By Maj Gen (ret) Gerrit Murphy ex SANDF D Tels and EW)
“During the human struggle between the British and German Air
Forces, between pilot and pilot, between anti-aircraft batteries and aircraft, another conflict was going on
step-by-step, month-by-month. This
was a secret war whose battles were
lost or won unknown to the public,
and only with difficulty is it comprehended, even now, by those outside
the small high scientific circles concerned. No such warfare had ever
been waged by mortal men. The terms
in which it could be recorded or talked
about were unintelligible to ordinary
folk. Yet if we had not mastered its
profound meaning and used its mysteries even while we saw them only
in the glimpse, all the efforts, all the
prowess of fighting airmen, all the
bravery and sacrifices of the people,
would have been in vain”.
Churchill’s WW2 memoirs

Electronics in Warfare

The role of electronics and military
electronics in particular can be categorised as follows:
• Information gathering is done by
sensing equipment. These sensors
typically exploit various regions
in the electromagnetic spectrum
to sense the presence of a target.
Typical sensors include radio, radar, sonar, infrared and television
18

•

•
•

equipment;
Information transmission is done
by communication equipment
which typically uses either space
as a transmission medium (e.g. radio) or some other medium (e.g.
cable);
Information processing done by
the computer; and
Information utilisation is either
through human decision making
(can be aided by electronic display technology) or automatically
controlled equipment (e.g. missile
guidance).

The Concept

If forces wish to attack an enemy
military electronic system, two options generally exist:
• A temporary or permanent physical destruction of any of the elements in the system. This is generally known as hard kill; and
• A temporary degradation of the
sensors or telecommunication
links in the system. This is generally known as soft kill.
It may turn out that the soft kill option is more cost-effective than the
hard kill option.
Actions to reduce or prevent the
enemy’s use of the electromagnetic spectrum are known as electronic
countermeasures (ECM). Conversely,

if forces can interfere with the enemy’s use of the spectrum, the enemy
can also create similar interference.
Actions to retain the use of the electromagnetic spectrum irrespective of
hostile action are known as electronic
counter-countermeasures (ECCM).
However this is not the complete
picture. If a force wishes to use electronic countermeasures against the
enemy, many details of the enemy’s
usage of the spectrum must be known.
This area of activity is known as electronic support measures (ESM). Once
it is known that the enemy is using
the spectrum, it may be decided to
exploit it for intelligence purposes or
for target acquisition. For example, it
is common knowledge that during all
modern battles radio transmissions are
intercepted to determine the enemy’s
force deployment and other intelligence.
Electronic warfare (EW) may now
be defined as follows:
“Electronic warfare is the military
application of electronics to determine, exploit, and reduce or prevent
the hostile use of the electromagnetic
spectrum, while retaining its use by
friendly forces”.
It is important to note that EW
covers activities in the various telecommunication bands (HF, VHF and
UHF), microwave and millimeterwave radar, sonar, laser, infrared and
television equipment, and even the
human eye.
Electronic warfare is thus con-

cerned with the battle for control over
the electromagnetic spectrum. This
battle is less tangible than a battle for
territory, but not less important, no
less real and no less deadly. The implication of losing this battle is often
more profound than the loss of some
territory.
The key vulnerability of a military
electronics system may be the command and control communications
network, depending as it does on the
electromagnetic spectrum. Methods
to disrupt enemy communications
through electronic countermeasures
can be highly cost-effective. For example, command, control and communication (C3) warfare is based on the
premise that by paralysing its nervous
system through communication jamming, the whole system will fail.
The hard kill and soft kill schools
of thought are best summarized by
two sayings: The best ECM is a 1000
pound bomb, and: Electrons are man’s
best friends.
A paradoxical situation has now
been reached. Electronics has made
possible the creation of military systems of unparalleled effectiveness.
However, the use of electronics has
also created crucial vulnerabilities
which can and are exploited by a determined enemy. As happens so many
times, a key strength also turns out to
be a major weakness! This paradox
provides many opportunities of using
military electronics as a force effectiveness multiplier. Typical examples
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of force multiplier technology include
the following:
-Intelligence and reconnaissance
technology to improve the detection
of the enemy;
-Technology to improve command
and control and improve troop mobility; and
-Improve weapons such as precision guided munitions which have an
extremely high first round kill proba-

On a lighter note

I

n 1952, seven years after World
War II had ended, a man appeared
in an America court on a charge of
speeding.
His lawyer entered a plea of guilty
but asked for a lenient sentence because his client was a decorated veteran of the Battle of the Bulge.
The judge dismissed the case, saying that he too was a veteran of the
Battle of the Bulge.
Afterwards the judge approached
the man and said that he had been
with the 101st Airborne Division at
Bastogne.
“What unit were you with and which
medal did you win,” asked the judge.
“The 5th SS Panzer Division and
I was awarded the Iron Cross First
Class,” the man said with a slight
smile.

bility.
There is no doubt that military electronics and electronic warfare have
been the two most significant force
multipliers since the Second World
War.

Conclussion

You are not going to win the war
with only EW, but you are certainly
not going to win it without EW.

The old man goes through all his
pockets and eventually hands over his
passport. The French customs official
is clearly not amused.
“Don’t you know that you’re supposed to have your passport ready on
arrival,” he chides the man. “Have
you never visited France before?”
“I was here once before,” the elderly gentleman says.
“And didn’t they demand to see
your passport,” the by now rude official says.
“No, they didn’t,” the man says.
“And where was this,” the annoyed
customs officer asks.
“It was on 6 June 1944,” the man
says. “I landed at a place called
Omaha Beach in Normandy. There
were plenty of Germans around. But
strangely enough I didn’t see a single
French customs official. In fact, as I
Another story is of an elderly Amer- recall, I don’t remember seeing a sinican tourist arriving in Paris in 2000. gle Frenchman at all.”
When he gets to customs the French
official demands to see his passport.
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